Civx is an inclusive public space

In a series of events, publications, broadcasts... people tell their stories.
Topics, locations, facilitation... varied
Rulebook remains the same: core values (listening, inclusivity, safe, civil) + scenario, organising principles
Civx provides platform for sharing, translations, website and other tools—an open source model
Allies are: public service organisations, schools, theatres, bars, malls, fairs... and foundations + sponsors
“Silent” start with a number of "prototypes" which help to write the rulebook; in different regions
All invited: class, income, urban, rural, gender diversity, politics, religion/faith, region, nationality, colour...

PRECIOUS LEARNING from PREVIOUS FAILURES
- wrong, unfaithful funders
- wrong people/management
- dispersed responsibilities - adverse effects
- no/wrong alliances
- failure to focus on purpose - ignoring context
- execution is crucial
WORKING WALLS

PUBLIC SERVICE (stations)
Municipalities
Governments
Foundations
Schools
Utility

Sharing of Working Methodologies

Journalists, Philanthropy
First Events
First Resources (Radio?)

Working Recipes from All Over
1000’s of Years of the Strength of Story

SEED THE FIRST TRIES: DEMONSTRATE INCLUSIVITY

- Quick
- Cheap
- Purpose Learning
- No Autorisation
- Not

Pick an Existing Recipe
Zanesville, Ohio
Milano
Quietly!
**Experiment**

1) Zanesville: Why I am still here
2) Geneva: What local experience must you share
3) Online: What event made you change? (invitations only) diversity inclusivity

**Prototype**

What you get with CivX
- Core values: Listening, humility, safety
- Rules of engagement: Blueprint
- Recipes (rated by difficulty/simplicity)

1. Cook your adapted recipe
2. Share it back to CivX
3. Curation & Redistribution of comparable & contrasting views
PUBLIC SERVICE (station)
MUNICIPALITIES
GOVERNMENTS
FOUNDATIONS
SCITIRES
UTILITY
E.U.

Journalist's first events. First recipes (radio?)

Sharing of working methodologies. Experimental by design.

Working recipes from all over. 1000's of years of the strength of story.

Seed the first tries: demonstrate inclusivity.

- Pick an existing recipe
- Quick
- Cheap
- No authentication
- Purpose learning
- Quietly!
WORKING WALLS

What you get with Civx:
- Core values: LISTENING, INCLUSION, SAFETY, CIVILITY
- Rules of engagement: BLUEPRINT
- Recipes for personal story sharing

1. Carry out your adapted recipe
2. Share it back to Civx
3. Curation & Redistribution of comparable & contrasting views

Funding to run the first few events & the basic infrastructure

Outputs:
- Shareable by participants
- Trained, skilled, Civil discourse facilitators
- "Storyboard" Open Source Recipes
- Radio, TV, Books, Photos, Essays,